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The current shift in mainstream development thinking and practice towards civil 
Introduction ;OCietY and participatory development can be seen primarily as a strategy to provide 

,otitical legitimacy for the structural adjustment programs (SAPs) imposed on Third 
In the contemporary discourse on development articulated in international agencWodd countries by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank 

there is a good deal of emphasis on nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and th,eginning in the I 980s. 137 As numerous studies in underdeveloped countries attest, the 
virtues as agents of participatory development. NGOs are clearly part of what _r...1'1c:onomic devastation wreaked by structural adjustment caused a great deal of social 
Robinson has called the Ne1'v Policy Agenda (NPA), a project which is funded by westunnoil which, in tum, necessitated a response from policy makers and political leaders. 138 

governments and international financial institutions such as the World Bank. 135 At f1n the early 1990s, international financial institutions such as the IMF, the World Bank 
glance, the NPA suggests that the mainstream development community is finally pay~d the InterAmerican Development Bank, along with the operating agencies of the 
attention to the demands for participation which have been launched by progress:Jnited Nations introduced a new social dimension to structural adjustment. The 
scholars and activists for over fifty years. This essay will argue, however, that the nnainstream policy community adopted an expanded concept of development, no longer 
emphasis on participatory development and democratization is far from progressive. iefined merely as an increase in per capita production, but as an advance in human 
the contrary, the NPA is part of a broader project to promote nee-liberal structutevelopment measured in terms of an increase in the capacity of society to provide 
adjustment. While fostering some degree of civil society participation, the kind :hoices to citizens and the freedom to realize their potential. 139 With this policy shift, 
participation that is encouraged by the NPA largely serves to mitigate the adverse costsnore emphasis is placed on the "non-economic" factors of development, including the 
structural adjustment, shifting the onus for change onto individuals and conununities aiecessity of building strong and accountable institutions. The decentralization of decision
away from larger structures of power such as states, international organizations, naldng is promoted to produce good governance by bringing a government closer to its 
transnational corporations. Although couched in terms of promoting good governance, !Jeople. Civil society has been awarded central importance in the development process, 
NPA aims to reduce political intervention in markets and to shrink the public sectronceived as the critical stalwart against inefficient and corrupt states and the site in 
rather than to encourage the democratic transformation of state forms. This paper \\Which individual citizens can participate in the development process. 
argue that the rhetorical shift towards concepts such as participation and democracy in\ Despite its expanded notion of development, the NPA continues to define 
NPA is fundamentally misleading, because the nee-liberal reforms it promote, in faievelopment as a "technical" problem which can be solved through the implementation of 
support the depoliticization of development. 136 :orrect policies conducive of good governance. The stress the NPA places on good 

The goal of this essay is to analyze the effects of the NPA on the role of NGOs in ~ovemance does not condone a return to the interventionist. developmental state. On the 
international political economy focusing on a case study from Mexico. In some ca~ontrary, the agenda to improve governance remains firmly nee-liberal in its approach, 
previously established Mexican NGOs have oriented their activities away from mL>romoting the "appropriate policy frameworks" which are required to achieve efficient 
radical, political activities, which challenge the government and the social order, towamarkets and liberalized economies. 140 The World Bank defines governance exclusively in 
more technical activities, such as offering professional expertise to small-sc:erms of the state's management of economic and social resources, but "good 
development projects in order to conform to the goals of international donc~ovemance" entails a menu of efficient public administration: improved public access to 
Increasingly within the current international context, NGOs with a problem-solvi'-· ------------
technical approach to development problems are the favoured vehicles to promote gl'·37 James Petras, "Imperialisn1 and NGOs," Monthly Review 49, no. 7 (1997): 10-28; Liisa North 
governance. As NGOs become entangled within this discourse, development is furtii.nd John Cameron, "Grassroots Development Strategies: Ecuador in Comparative Perspective," 
depoliticized. While these NGOs are not to blame for the context in which they fWorldDevelop1nent 28, no. 10 (1998): 1751-66. 
themselves, the roles they choose to play must be critically assessed. 
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information, transparency, accountability, adequate legal norms, predictability, t11.1,, where government intervention is weak, non-existent, or carried out in a manner that 
responsiveness, professionalism, anti-corruption measures, and so on. As the World Ba~ · not satisfy the local population or some of its groups. 
itself admits, these ideas are not new or revolutionary .

141 
What is new, however, is tt ·, ost academic studies of the impact of NGOs on development demonstrate that their 

since the early 1990s, donors have applied new forms of political conditionality to lou1 ss is much more limited than the World Bank studies lead us to believe. Judith 
and technical assistance hoping to promote good governance, while emphasizing the net er, writing as early as 1982, was one of the first to dispel the myth that NGOs are 
for democratization, ~ccountability and participatio~. 142 

. . s practitioners of "participatory development". 147 Jessica Vivian similarly argues that 
The new emphasis on ,good governance has given unprecedented opportun1tles f s are "less participatory than they are commonly expected to be."148 In fact, NGO 

NGO growth and influence.
143 

Previous to the era of structural adjustment, the Wor, often end up "thinking for" the community, frequently overruling popular decisions. 
Bank generally considered NGOs to be a nuisance. It was suddenly discovered in If iggins and E. Cromwell's study of seed distribution by nineteen NGOs in nine 
early 1980s, however, that they might offer efficiencies in service delivery.

144 In th ·es found that most programmes did not have community-based approaches. 
period, numerous World Bank studies on the benefits of co-operation between the Bai ugh many of the "programs involved local groups of farmers in implementation ... the 
and NGOs began to blossom, such as Michael Cernea's Nongovernmental Organizatio1 rs had much less say in planning and policy making, in which NGO staff tended to 
and Local Developnient (1988) and Samuel Paul and Arturo Israel's Nongovernmen1: . ate." 149 Many analysts have also questioned the claim that NGOs have a greater 
Organizations and the World Bank: Cooperation for Development (1991), which provi~ ct'8city to reach the poor than governmental or commercial institutions. 1 ~0 One study 
important economic and political justifications as to why NGOs should become centr, foUDd that large NGOs in Bangladesh fail to reach the poorest people in the drive for 
players in development. Within these studies, it is argued that NGOs, unlike the state, ar ~th" rather than "depth" and their efforts to achieve rapid expansion in geographic 
uniquely positioned to serve marginalized populations because of their organizatiolli C()terage. Even taken together, the largest NGOs in Bangladesh (including the much
form and value-driven nature. David Brown and David Korten, for instance, distinguh celebrated Grameen Bank) reach less than 20 per cent of landless households in the 
between the private, public and third sector based on how organizations within each sect~ COUDtry. 151 In the case of Zimbabwe, Vivian contends that "a very generous estimate 
mobilize resources. The commercial sector depends on negotiated exchange througwObld put the percentage of Zimbabwe's population reached by NGO income generating 
market transactions, while the government sector rests on coercion and legitima prijects (by far the most common type of NGO activity) at less than one per cent."152 In 
authority exercised through hierarchical systems. Voluntary organizations, on the oth odJer words, claims that NGOs are far superior to government institutions in providing a 
hand, are principally driven by shared values rather than by the quest for economic 1 Wide range of services are greatly exaggerated and the promotion of NGOs rests more on 
political power. The poor and disenfranchised are their constituency, rather than genet~ than on demonstrated capacity. The promotion of NGOs within the World Bank 
citizens or consumers.

145 
Within this typology, NGOs are thus conceived as innovati• rekes to the shift within the debates in public policy and administration away from a 

private organizations with a public ethos more capable than the state or the market: COl'leern with market failure and towards the notion of "state failure" .153 As Jude Howell 
promoting people-centred development. Michael Cemea, for instance, argues that NG( and Jenny Pearce argue, the policy community was seeking explanations for the failure of 
have greater capacity to reach the rural poor in remote areas because they have a uniql 
"capacity to innovate and adapt" due to their strong grassroots ties. He states that NGc-
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"have a comparative advantage in identifying [local] needs and building upon existit Judith T~ndler, Tu:111ng Private Volunta1)' Orga111:at101.1s 11110 Development Ag~1c1es: Questions 
resources".146 They are effective in promoting small-scale development especially well 1{orEva~uat1on (Washington, D.~.: US Agency for I~te~ational Developn1:nt, 198-).,, 
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SAPs to generate the desired economic outcomes. Rather than ~hallenge the b~sic teneti 
of the SAPs, however, the donor countries focused energies on promoting good 
governance, in which they blamed the failure of SAPs on inefficient, corrupt <lJJd 
authoritarian states. 154 The World Bank's Long Term Perspective Study of 1989 assert.ea: 
'The root cause of weak economic perfonnance in the past has been the failure of pubik 
institutions."155 In other words, the problem was not perceived to be inequality, adverse 
conditions, unfair markets, or inappropriate economic reforms, but a lack of proper 
institutional capacity to manage necessary processes of adjustment. . 

In general, nee-liberal ideologues have tried to unde~ne the very notion tha~ the 
state could play any positive role in the economy and society, except to protec~ pnvate 
property and secure competitive markets. In the ~eo~liber~ vi~w, the state i~ not a 

defender of the public interest, but is rather an organization which is co~trolled by inter_est 
groups, politicians, or bureaucrats who utilize it for their own s~lf-1nterest, _pr~ucrng 
economically inefficient outcomes. Nee-liberals see any political detemu~atton o'. 
economic outcome as essentially leading either to social waste or to the dormnance ot

1 

minority interest over the majority interest. They arg~e, therefore, th~t any pursuit of self. 
interest that is not disciplined by market forces will lead to socially harmful resuhs. 
making it necessary to depoliticize the economy by limiting the ability of the state tc 
intervene in a discretionary or redistributive manner.

156 

~topment, such as empowerment. Rather, as the recent enthusiasm for the idea of 
capital within the World Bank attests, the New Policy Agenda's promotion of 

icipation rests on a conservative-liberal vision of democracy in which organizations 
advance a political cause or provoke conflict are not as likely to be counted among 

organizations which can contribute to the building of a strong civil society .158 "Non-
~cal" NGOs are preferred over more divisive forms of social organizing, such as trade 
,oiions, because of their supposed ability to transcend social cleavages such as race or 
cJass. NGOs, which concentrate their efforts on the material improvement of people's 
liVes through small-scale community development projects such as building community 
centres, hospitals, public parks and schools, are, thus, the favoured vehicles for 
cfevelopment. 

Within the context of nee-liberal restructuring, civil society is, to a large extent, 
sbaped by donors to confonn to a conservative-liberal vision of democracy. The focus on 
iftereased capacity within civil society can be attributed to the desire to demonstrate that 
sOciety is better than the state in solving people's problems. This, in tum, justifies the 
ever-decreasing state role in service provision and the ever-increasing pressure upon 

·zens to search for solutions at the local level and among themselves. Thus, while the 
,motion of NGOs may contribute to the consolidation of democracy, it also underscores 
reinforces the nee-liberal form that democracy will take. 159 

Os and the New Policy Agenda in Mexico 
Thus, NGOs have an important role to play in the nee-liberal paradig~, because they 

complement the nee-liberal state, but do not threaten the free ma:ket or pnvate property. 
The increased reliance on NGOs is encouraged under the neo-hberal agenda because r 
represents the devolution of the production of public goods and services outside of th~ Unlike the idealized view offered by the World Bank, NGOs are not unambiguous 
state, which thereby introduces competitive markets within the public sector and serves 10 nts of democratization and economic liberalization. Rather, they play a contradictory 
insulate politicians from political pressures. In keeping with this principle, there h~s b~er. , e in development, simultaneously trying to promote the interests of the marginalized 
a movement in public policy towards increased reliance on non-governmental bodie~ (~.e. unities they work for and the international donor agencies that fund them. As the 
especially non-governmental organizations) in various areas of g~vemmental ac~ivity. sectors grow due to an influx in funding from multilateral and bilateral aid agencies 
including the provision of health and social services and the planning and executlon °1 h as the World Bank, they run the risk of becoming increasingly depoliticized due to 
various small-scale economic development projects. roles they will be expected to play. 

As the priorities of international lenders have shifted. NGOs have also been awarded·, Mexico provides a good test case for assessing this changing role of NGOs in the 
key role in the promotion of democracy. Rather than just tackling poverty, NGOs are nm .. emational political economy. Not only was it one of the first countries to undergo 
celebrated as "representatives par excellence of civil societies in the Third World."

157 
Th: . , tural adjustment in 1982 but, following the devastating earthquake in 1985 in Mexico 

professed interest of Western governments to promote democracy through t~e spo.n~orshit1 Icy, the NGO ~ector i~ Mex~co has gro_wn rather quick~y and substantially. After the 
of NGOs, however, does not reflect a change of heart towards more radical v1s1ons 0 F11quake, the 1ntemattonal aid community responded with generous contributions, but 

- :ferred to donate to the NGO-sector rather than state institutions on the grounds that 

154 Howell and Pearce. Civil Society & Development, 40. ...;,y were more efficient. Following this influx in foreign funding, Mexican NGOs have 
1ss Cited by Schinitz, "Democratization and Den1ystification: Deconstructing 'Governance' astly. exp~nded the scope. and a:ea of t~ei~ activities and have gained much greater 
Development Paradigm," 38. capacity with regard to service dehvery. This, in tum, has affected how NGOs define their 
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. ll as how they determine their staff
1

• .tthin this corporatist structure, individuals and groups seeking something from the 
roles, objectives and methodology as we i vemment often circumvent their nonrinal representatives in the PRI sectoral 
membership.

160 
h h. t · al development of NGOs in Mexico, anizations and the Congress, and seek satisfaction of their needs through personal 

' 11 . section will trace t e is one . 0 . . 
The lO owtn~ . . 1960 to the mid-1980s and the nud-198 s to . tacts, or patrons, wtth1n the government bureaucracy. Popular demands are fragtnented 

comparing two ume penods. the l~te M ~ NGOs have changed increasingly fro111 1. small-scale, highly individualized or localized requests that can be granted or denied 
prese~t. I~ will be ai:gued that over t~~ech;_x~~~ough advocacy and education to those'. . by case. The clientelist_ic stru~ture provi~es mecha~ism~ for di~tributing ~ublic 
orgaruzations that aim for. deep soc ft~ r ·ng conditions of the poor through thel tecvices and other benefits in a highly selective and discretionary, if not arbitrary, 
that aim for incremental improvemen; 

0 
h e lVI due to international pressure, some' fimnner. 165 In Mexico, several decades of the government's effective practice of 

formulation of technical s~lution~. lurt ::~r~;livery of services rather than on more tlientelism has created a strong culture of patronage. 
NGOs have come to focus incre~sing Y 

0 
. . and advocacy. In so doing, they have b · · Within this clientelistic structure, oppositional movements are confronted with two 

.. al f .f such as consciousness ra1s1ng . . iw_ 166 Th db h . b . . rd . pohtic ac ivt ies, . 1 . th Mexican political economy, serving 1n .U.11viting alternatives. ey may be co-opte y t e regime y s1gn1ng so 1 anty pacts 
come to play a more accommodating ro e ~~ el r y reforms. tht guarantee the kinds of material concessions that their supporters need. If they choose 
part to legitimate rather than challenge neo-

1 
era po tc dlis alternative, they will compromise their independence and lose their ability to criticize 

the regime and its policies. Alternatively, they may maintain a staunch independence from 
Assessing the Impact of NGOs tie regime. Organizations that choose this option run the risk of losing popular support 

P [. A nda NGOs play a central role in~·, ause their members desperately need the 1naterial benefits and concessions for which 
· d bove within the Nelv 0 icy ge ' · · · · · · f' h 1 As menttone a ' . . F e observers NGOs are an ulherentl) y are strugghng. In this context, organtzattons cannot often a 1ord t e uxury of 

t f democratization. or som ' . . . . . . . 167 . . . 
development as agen s 0 

... ncreasing pluralism, in contrast te .•. 1ng a more nuhtant, oppostt1on1st stance. Between the Scylla of demob1hzat1on and 
democratizing force, one that promotes . atn 

1
.ety ,,161 As Judith Hellman argues Charybis of co-optation, many NGOs have hoped that foreign funding would help 

. · f the masses or a corporaus soc1 · . h 
organ1zatton ° . 1 ts of Mexico's transition to democracy is t a , vide a degree of autonomy. 
however, the central problem f~cin~ anaJ:s 1 that is the way in which "grassrom -t·· While allowing for some degree of autonomy from the national state, however, foreign 
we do not know ho~v democrattzattond t. es ih ace, lm 0 f political institutions and th~ finding comes with its own set of constraints. As the foregoing discussion on the New 
democratic practices [are] transferre ~~~ he reamade a positive contribution to th "'1icy Agenda demonstrates, the activities and roles that NGOs play are influenced by the 
state."

162 
In order to ass_ess wheth~r st atvet is necessary to find out if they hm·, prities of multilateral donors. Far from promoting radical and emancipatory political 
. . rocess in the Mexican con ex ' I ,,___ . . f . d 1· 

b k 'th the political cu ture o c 1en · . .., ' . . . . democrauzatton P 1 f 1. tel.ism 163 . ~·ects these donors favour NGOs that achieve a greater capacity or service e ivery, 
been able to rea wt . h d ratist system of interest representatton. l _ ering training, technology and social programs. As they place 1ncreas1ng emphasis on 

Since the late 1930s, Me~ico has a a corpol lly bound to the state through a singl ice delivery, however, NGOs can reproduce the tradition of patronage in a new. non-
·1· ns and societal segments are ega . f h. h 

this system, CI ize · e and represent that sector of soc1ei emmental form. To understand the causes and consequences o t 1s c ange, we now 
structure which is licensed by the state ~o organiz 1 t achers and so on). The PartiJ - -. to a comparison of NGOs in Mexico from the late 1960s to the mid-1980s and the 

rb · nized workers business peep e, e f La:.. 
(peasant~, u _an un~o . 1 'the official party that was in power in Mexico ror ~-1980s to present. 
Revoluc1011ano l11st1tuc1onal (PR ), b t the peasant sector and th ~ 
1929 to 2000, was divided int~ thre: ~ectors: th:s!a s~~~osr:~ ~~~anization. 164 The PRI hi ~. Phase of NGO Formation: 1960s to mid-1980s 
popular sector, e~ch one domm~t~ y ~ne Im th~ ever -more atomized working classe· ~:--
used the corporatist system to divide an ru e iPThe changes in the organization of oppositional groups need to be considered against 

. d b NGOs in Development a~ •background of the political and e~onomic shocks delive~ed t? the post-war Mexican 
160 F. Miraftab, "Flirting with the Enemy. Challenges Face Y tifllleI of development over the past thirty years. The econormc mtracle that was supposed 
Empowerment" Habitat lnter11at1onal 21. no 4 (l

997
): 

362
· 10 i·ons and the Chang11 d... realized in Mexico through the activities of the developmental state revealed itself in 

' . p· t "Nongovernmenta rgan1za 1 :?': f 161 Douglas A. Chalmers and Kathenne ies er, M . p litical Social and Eco110111 °"""ate 1960s and early 1970s to be an econo1nic debacle for the majonty o Mexicans In 
P I. " · Changing Structure of ex1co. 0 ' _, ....;a,._ • • • • • h f 

Structure of Mexican o ttics, tn d L d England· ME Sharpe 1996), 2) 1 "~Of achieving rates of 1ndustnahzatton and econonuc growth supenor tot ose o most 
L Rdll(ArmonkNewYorkan onon, · ' 11t'll'liiii. • • • • • • d 

P1ospects, ed. aura an a · M t Chentehsm. and the Process l -'? countnes in Latin Amenca, Mexico never emerged into autonomous susta1ne 
162 Judith Adler Hellnian, "Mexican Popular ovemen s, ti 

,, La A Perspectrves 81, no. 2 (1994). 124. ,,-.,,,,,_ __________ _ 
Democrat1zat1on, tin inencan T .t from Clientelism to Citizenship: Lessl)lltl~. -
163 Ibid. See also Jonathan Fox, "The Difficult rans1 rt~n A Reth11tk111g Part1c1pat1011 ti~ 1-·',,ut., 52 

Th N P It of l11eq11ality in LU!lll menca dll .. ~ d h f D . . " 132 from Mexico." in e ew OlllS :1 N y k 0 ford Press 1997) 391-420 ~~hnan "MexicanPopularMovements,Clientelism,an t eProcesso emocrat1zat1011, -
d D l A Chalmersandetal ( ew or. x , , ,.~ , 

Representauon, e . oug a~ . . Th Breakdown of a One-Party Donum I 

164 Wayne A. Comehus, Me\1can Po:1t1c~ ~t ~ans1~:'~tud1:s University of California, 1996),5 id. 
Regime (San Diego: La Jolla, Center or .- exic , 62 
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economic growth. Instead of achieving balanced development, state policies premised ou In this h h 1 .. 
an import-substitution industrialization growth model, served to dispossess people frorn , "tm tpt ase,d_t el eg~ttmacy of NGOs was derived from their engagement d . . . en o ra 1ca social chang R d. an 
the1r lands and expand a low-wage workforce. This contnbuted to a bloated sector of sing health d . e. espon mg to community needs for such things 
intermediate classes. From 1940 to 1970, Mexico's cities grew at unprecedented and the po' or thanthservices was seen as a catalyst for the organization and mobili·zati·oas 

. . . . . . ra er an as an end in its If 
172 

Th ·d n 
unexpected rates. Lmng condltions m the urban areas detenorated, as the government basis fl d . e ; . e 

1 

eology of these organizations know 
was unable or unwilling to extend public services to burgeoning outlying neighbourhoods, • iza;.~0 • 1 re ecte the NGOs imual concern with buildin~ confide~ce a ~ 
many of which did not have legal land tenure. Job opportunities in the cities did not keep ~ 1 

na capacity amongst the poorest sectors of the population. 'f' As Pearce writ~s· 
pace with the high rate of rural-to-urban migration or with the growing number of high -.ii. It could be said that i th . . . . . . . 168 ~( n ese years such leg1t1macy · 
school and university graduates seeking professional employment. t of NGOs to funders and ben fi : . 1. was more tntportant than the accountability . . . · · e 1c1anes a 1ke Evaluation f th ff' . 

By the end of the 1960s, the Mexican state was facing mounting popular pressures J education and other social orgauisatio 1 1 ·k 
0

. e e ectiveness of the popular . . . , 
1 

1 a wor was not as ngorous a ·t · h h 
from low-paid workers m urban slums, disaffected students and landless peasants who I; resu t. But the context in which this was tak. 1 · s 

1 

nug t ave been as a 
called for democratic reforms amidst the growing economic crisis. A nation-wide sociaj iJ belief that social and political transformation~~:!, ~e was ~uch,l~at there was a widespread 

eruption was initially sparked not by workers or peasants, but by students. As in the res: e agen a.·· 

of Latin America, the hopes for revolutionary ? or at least democratic change ? raised by 
the Cuban Revolution stimulated a new politics of social agitation among Mexican youth 
Young people were spurred to action by the humanist and socialist ideals of Emestc 
"Che" Guevara. Si1nultaneously, a new theology of liberation emerged among Mexican! 
Catholic youth, inspired in part by Colombia's guerrilla priest Camilo Torres.

169 
Some oi 

Mexico's young people also saw themselves as part of an international conununity 01 

youth that 1narked the late 1960s protest movements. The political ideologies of 196\ 
varied from rather traditional reformism to a rich blend of Flores Magonista, Maoist 
Zapatista, Marxist, Leninist and Guervarist revolutionary ideas. The new consciousnes·I 
rejected bourgeois values, life-styles and practices; its proponents wanted to forge d 

worker-peasant-student alliance. 
This highly charged political context marks the first phase of formation of Mexico·· 

NGOs. In an effort to build solidarity with peasants and workers, many of these student
1 

left the universities and moved to poor urban and rural conununities to work with th 
poor. In this first phase of formation, Mexican NGOs were thus composed primarily cl 

university-educated members of the middle classes who had either Marxist or Christilll 
aspirations They believed in promoting social justice through consciousness-raisin' 
among the poor in order to defeat the roots of their poverty and oppression. 

170 
In thei 

approach, NGOs focused on de-professionalizing themselves, engaging in "trabajo J· 
honniga", or ""ant's work", which aimed to achieve transfonnation from below. Th 
driving belief of the protagonists in these movements was that raising the consciousne~ 
level of the poor was a means to social change. Inspired by the methodology of Paul 
Friere, NGOs pro1noted processes of consciousness-raising at the grassroots le\'e 
emphasizing educational work and addressing livelihood issues along the way.

171 
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NGOs thus derived their legitimacy from their role as political advocates, public 
1cators and conununity organizers. Given their focus on grassroots movements and 
ical social change, this first generation of NGOs were sceptical about co-operating 

Ith government officials. At this stage, the general political strategy of NGOs was that of 
' rontational opposition, not engagement with the state. For fear of a loss of autonomy, 
'ost NGOs maintained their distance from the authorities and refused to participate in, or 
1llaborate with, government social development programs. 175 

In the earl{ part of this phase, NGOs clearly "lived in the shadow of popular 
ivements."17 In the early 1970s, urban popular movements arose in the northern state 
Chihuahua, Nuevo Le6n, and DuraNGO and in the southern state of Oaxaca. 177 The 

6Vements organized around what were conceived as the most immediate issues facing 
~ population in a given region: land, housing, water prices and working conditions. 
iirough the 1970s and early 1980s, these urban popular movements grew remarkably in 
~ngth and organization. The coalitions that were created from the first wave of urban 
' ar movements were primarily consolidations of smaller neighbourhood 

·zations. For example, Frente Popular Tierra y libertad (FPTyL) of Monterrey 
out of a squatter settlement named Colonia Tierra y libertad, which was established 

'1he early 1970s by a land invasion organized by student leaders. FPTyL worked in 
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. , 1 d workers' strikes and eventually Eover. 18
·
1 

Instead of waiting for NGOs to come to them, it became increasingly 
solidarity with other land invasions, tenants s~g es anp was directed from the Colonia . . . on for community groups to approach NGOs to solicit specialized services which 
became the umbrella group ~or these efforts. ef g~o~and invasion. It initially consisted e the community organization more control over the agenda and allowed them to 
Tierra y Libertad by the original student lead~r~~ t: ods) 16 tenant groups, 3 ejido ribe the NGOs' activities. By the end of the period, the role of NGOs started to be 
of 31 colonias populares (poor. urban nkie~g 0

1ur 
0 ubg~oups (including bus drivers, re closely related to service delivery than community organization, a trend later 

. . nous wor ng-c ass s d' • (collective farm) associations va . . 50 OOO to 350 000 people (accor tng jompounded by the pressures of structural adjustment. 
street vendors and street photographer~), ~ompns1ng din other ~as of the country. One ~!' 
to different sources).1

.
78

, Similar organizati~ns ~~~~e of DuraNGO, a coalition group ~f Jecond Phase of NGO Formation: mid-1980s to present 

I 

,1 

1'1 

11 

II 
11 

]I 

example is the Conute de Defensa Popu ar which fonned in 1972. Another is t' 
neighbourhood conunittees, labour a~d peasa~t g~.up~, s def lstmo (COCEI) in Oaxaca, 't::. NGOs confronted a radically different external environment in the nlid-1980s than 
the Coalicfon de Obreros, Campesinos, Y stur 

1~n ethat worked both in the rural and . y did in the late 1960s. Two decades of popular movements, the Mexican economic 
fonned in 1973, which became .a power~ul coa ~ton port among both peasants and low- ·, sis in the context of the international crisis, political proble1ns within the government 
urban sectors. COCEI io/;ined rapid and wtdesprea sup . ~ the ~ling ~art~, and also calamities such. as t?e 1985 earthquake, all contributed to 
income city residents. . 1 ovements greatly enhanced then · changing Objective of NGOs as well as theu attitudes towards the state. 

Towards the end of the penod, the urban popu ar ~date their activities on a national .. In the 1970s and 1980s. the global crisis of capitalism and its specific developments in 
ability for self-organization .. They then moved to c~ns~ 1 

mber of national bodies were xico produced not only social movements and NGOs but also growing inflation, a 
scale through the organization of sectoral n~twor s. f nussroots groups. The National _ rgeoning foreign debt, high interest rates and balance-of-payments deficits. The crisis 
created to co-ordinate the efforts and. alliances 

0 bl"g~ed in 1979, brought together a: 1976-77 introduced a series of economic stabilisation programs that mounted a sharp 
Coordinator/Plan of Ayala (CNPA), which. wa~ estaThis truggled for their right to land ack on the real wages and living standards of Mexican workers. The massive 
number of local and regional pea.sant organtzatto~s. e.y s refonns, which had not yet , elopment of Mexico·s petroleum reserves softened the blows for a while, but by the 
and demanded the implementation of l~nd ~ :gr;n-at~ The Coordinadora Nacional -c ginning of 1982, petroleum prices had begun to decline. This event, combined with an 

reached some areas of the country, especially in tf e odu. ' 1981 was a nation-wide co- ational liquidity crisis and Mexico's huge foreign debt, produced an econonlic 
del Movimiento Urbano Popu ar . . . ' d h d velopment issues as housing. le of fomudable proportions. l (CONAMUP) orme m • . ~, . . 184 

ordinating body for organizations mobihzing arou.n sue f e d distribution.180 Since it was _,. The Mexican crisis cannot be explained by looking at domestic factors alone. The 
lighting, sewage, transportation, s~h~ols and subs~tence 00 

oar family to have a piece ol 1(1htening of monetary policy that corresponded to the adoption of monetarism in 

f Unded CONAMUP made its pnnc1pal demand or .everyhp 'mg development plans ~ #vanced capitalist economies transformed the credit-based economies of many countries, 
o ' d th state's previous ous . . ~ . . . . 

1 nd for a dwelling. It denounce e . . A d. al socialist organ1zatton b as Mexico, into debtor econorrues, leading to the so-called debtor wars of the 1980s 

fa 'l'ing to challenge the interests of the bourgeoisie. ra 
1

0
cage their own lives and l\ beyond. As Werner Bonefeld points out, the imposition of tight money 

a1 . h t ggleofthepoortoma .
1 

, 

CONAMUP pledged to contlnue t es ru . b ·n about genuine soc1~ _:ij~, 
. d 

1 
. 1 s coalitions to resist state repression and n g .; escalated the crisis of n1oney to a crisis of the state. As credit was called upon as a 1neans of 

bull ~~111...c as . . . divisioi .'._payment, growing inten1ational demand for cash in the face of faltering repayn1ent of credit 
change. . d also marked by growing tension and an 1~~rea~ng 1 ge ·!:increased the vulnerability of the inten1ational syste1n of finance and credit. The con1pulsion to 

The end of the peno 
0 

was d ular movements. As Miraftab notes, NG s no on. _export under any circumstances in order to pay debt and growing social tension, forced Poland 
of roles between the NG s anf pop . rs to proinote the local organizations by .cre?tI~ ~(1981), Argentina (1982) and Mexico ( 1982) to declare insolvency ... 185 

needed to take on the role o organize l d had two decades of organ1zauon. . 
. d s" because they area Y . lvei ,, 

cornmuntty-b;se group f h k egional and national social movements invo · ing increasing pressure from foreign lenders, the government implemented a 
experience.

18
- In fact, many 0 ~ e ey ~ous reservations about many of the NGOs. The ral adjustment program, which entailed a 65 per cent devaluation of the peso, 

in these organizations began t~ a;e send the power that came with it. Most NGOs \\'~ Wed by severe federal budget reductions. 186 The SAP adopted by Mexico hit the 
resented the NGOs' access to un ing anoking suspicions that NGO staff wanted to t : st and most vulnerable populations the hardest. More than a million of Mexico's 
seen as "outside" the movements, prov 
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regularly employed workers were laid off in the fall of J 982, as an ever-greater 
percentage of the population was driven into the ranks of the unemployed.

187 
, ir own reconstruction project. They were wrong, and lost their leadership role in the 

ess. 193 As Fox and Hernandez argue: ''The CUD [ Coordinadora Unica de 
nificados] emerged to fill the resulting vacuum between the state and key sectors of 

urban poor."194 The CUD, as opposed to its predecessor, was much more focused on 
1gaging with the state and proposing workable solutions. Rather than demanding that 
h family was owed a plot of land, the CUD managed to achieve the more modest goal 
pressuring the state to make changes to its reconstruction policy. They stopped 

The growing indebtedness and fiscal crisis facing the Mexican state eroded its abilitv 
to maintain social control through its corporatist channels.

188 
In the words of the Mexica~ 

President, the IMF's stabilisation programs "annulled" the state's ability to mediate the 
class struggle and left "its possibility of governing cancelled" .

189 

The payments of 
Mexico· s accumulated external debt, as well as the adoption of the SAPs and austerity 
measures all imposed serious limitations on the resources available for public 
expenditures. In 1983, for example, 93 per cent of the budget of Mexico City was spent 

\victions so that residents could remain in their original neighbourhoods and expropriated 

on debt repayment.
1

QO The crisis-ridden corporatist state made NGOs more confident that they could 
collaborate or cooperate with the state without losing autonomy. As Miraftab argues, to a 
certain degree, this has also been "influenced by changes in attitudes of the left, where 
negotiation is increasingly accepted as a strategy of opposition. Although some NGOs 
still reject co-operating with the government on ideological grounds, many now consider 
this an outdated attitude that represents a politics of self-exclusion."

191 

As one NGO 
member reported, "today even Comandante Marcos [the leader of the Chiapas uprising) is 
sitting at the negotiation with the government. Why should we not? We enter any space 
that opens up in the civil society, even if it is initiated by the government, if it serves our 
objective, we want to be included in it." 19z In the wake of the enervated corporatist state. 
NGOs now place a much greater emphasis on influencing the government and creating 
coalitions to oversee social and economic policies than they did in the previous decade. 

The earthquake that shook Mexico City in 1985 marks the second major turning point 
in the history of Mexico's civil society in the post-war era. The earthquake not onl)' 
brought buildings down, but also shook the foundations of the established structures of 
social and political control and representation. This included the social left organizatiom 
of the urban poor. In the effort to rebuild, people turned to their own collective resources 
rather than to traditional leaders of either the PRI or the opposition parties. New 
organizations with more moderate demands came to replace the more radical ones of the 
l970s. Until the earthquake, CONAMUP had been the principal force defending the 
demands of urban homesteaders and low-income tenants. CONAMUP leaders had pinne<l 
their hopes on NGO funds, hoping that they would receive enough to be able to develor 
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!ildings.195 The new strategy employed by the CUD is a good example of the shift in the 
de of political engagement from co11testaci611 (confrontational opposition) to 
•posici6n (constructive engagement). 

, These new movements were successful in inspiring a large degree of social 
Uization. In l 986, the largest peaceful street demonstrations since l 968 took place. In 

1e such demonstration, the combined effort of the CUD, which co-ordinated the efforts 
20 different neighbourhoods in Mexico City and the powerful independent electrical 
'kers' union, SME, resulted in 70,000 demonstrators turning out during one of the 

,, 1ldest winters in Mexico City's history. On the second anniversary of the quake, the 
:etropolitan Front in Mexico City organized a march of 90,000 people to demand jobs 

housing.196 

The influx of foreign funding also provoked both qualitative and quantitative changes 
the nature of the NGO sector in Mexico. This created many new opportunities, but also 

challenges. Dozens of new, small, secular NGOs appeared alongside the more 
1blished agencies. After the earthquake, Mexican NGOs expanded greatly in 
:rational capacity, covering a broader range of issues, focusing on new concerns in 
lr activities and specializing in particular services. For example. the Centro Operaci6n 
Vivienda y Pobla1niento (COPEVI), which was founded in the 1960s, was initially 
1cerned with housing and conununity services, organizing squatters, exerting pressure 
the state to provide services, researching the conditions of those areas and furnishing 

sals. After the earthquake, two new organizations evolved from the parent 
· :anization: Centre de la Vivienda y Estudios Urbanos (CENVI), which is research 

nted, and Fonnento Solidario a la Vivienda (FOSOVI) which works with grassroots 
:anizations in target communities. 197 This increasing expertise and specialization of 

·s has meant a fundamental transition in the nature of the NGO sector, which has had 
positive and negative consequences . 

. )As well as expanding the size and diversity of the NGO sector, the influx of foreign 
ling has also introduced a new set of constraints that have fundamentally changed the 
of NGOs in Mexico. First, when donors finance service delivery they expect 

;-Government contractors built or repaired more than 44,000 housing units in record time. 
1ared with at n1ost a few thousand built by NGOs. Fox and Hernandez, "Mexico's Difficult 

racy," 181. 
'b;d., 180. 
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contracted outputs to be achieved and may withdraw if targets are not met. 
Accountability, therefore, becomes replaced by accountancy, shifting the focus of 
organizations away from the grassroots and towards the foreign donors.

198 

Second. 
foreign donors require constant appraisal, reporting, evaluation and accounting, which 
have led to changes in the composition and orientation of NGOs. The confluence of these 
factors serves to limit the scope of NGO activities and their ability to promote 
participatory development. As we will see, the technical NGOs that have been fostered in 
this second period of formation barely resemble the political NGOs of former times. 

There is some evidence which suggests that the pressure exerted by donors has 
affected the nature of the Mexican NGO sector towards bureaucratization and 
professionalization. Some NGOs have to hire staff members who possess technical 
capabilities, rather than personnel committed to social change. "This is an additional 
indicator of NGOs' move away from idealism and voluntarism, which characterised 
NGOs in the earlier decades, towards a corporatism in which they operate more like 
contractors or consultancy finns."199 As Gabriela Sanchez, one of the founders of a 
consulting firm, £spiral, that works with NGOs in Mexico City, argues, over the past few 
years the changing roles and objectives of NGOs have often resulted in a state of 
confusion as NGOs try to detennine whether they are pressure groups, groups dedicated 
to providing technical assistance, both, or neither.

200 
The challenge for NGOs is to absorb 

and accommodate the new wave of professionals without creating a divide within the 
organization between the politicos - the old-timers, the charismatic leaders, the founders 
of the organizations and the ex-militants of the popular movements- on the one hand, and 
the tecnicos - the new generation of middle-class professionals who have joined the 

NGOs to offer their skills - on the other.
201 

The belief that technocratic approaches and small-scale projects can solve the 
problems of underdevelopment has placed some NGOs in the contradictory position of 
trying to clean up the social problems created by structural adjustment policies or 
excessive private sector exploitation. In the rural areas of Mexico, for example, NGO) 
offer income-generating projects to impoverished ejidatorios (members of ejidos), who~ 
problems have been exacerbated by privatization under nee-liberalism and the sale ol 

their land on the "free" 1narket. As James Petras writes: 

While the neo-liberals were transferring lucrative state properties to the private rich, the NGO] 
were not part of the trade union resistance. On the contrary, they were active in local priva:c 
project, pron1oting the private enterprises discourse (self-help) in the local communities b'~1 
focusing on micro-enterprises.

202 
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Rather than protecting the ejidatorial system, NGOs in Mexico have generally served 
encourage the integration of the peasant classes into the capitalist economy through the 

- 1motion of small businesses. This can leave NGOs in a situation where they have 
,, :sisted in the repair social and environmental damage caused by overexploitation and 

planning rather than having challenged the policies which resulted in the mess in the 
t place. 
One such example is a project established in a small rural municipality in the State of 

ebla in 1987. The fanners in the area had mobilized against the activities of the local 
,aper mill, which had effectively deforested the area over several generations. The 
:forestation of the area resulted in land erosion that adversely affected the farmers' crops 
·marily beans and corn). In order to placate the fanners, the government offered a 

:velopment plan to switch their production from beans and com to fruits. The fanners 
.d not know much about caring for fruit trees, but they accepted the offer since the 

dlings were offered at no cost and fruit sold at a higher price than beans and corn. 
:ter a few years, however, it became apparent that the government's plan was a 

:mporary solution and problems resurfaced. The type of peach given to the fanners was 
if minimal quality and low productivity. In addition, in order to compete with imported 

aches, fanners needed to invest in pesticides, which they could not afford due to 
1creased prices and the removal of public subsidies. The community contacted an NGO, 

'ch organized training workshops in the use of alternative pesticides and fertilizers and 
established a revolving fund for agricultural credits. As Miraftab writes: "On the one 

id, the livelihood of these families could have been lost without the limited assistance 
the NGO; on the other hand, the NGO intervention smoothed over a problem left by the 

ipulative policies of the government."203 

As the shift from contestaci6n to concertaci6n attests, unlike the NGOs that preceded 
, the new generation of NGOs in Mexico has an essentially refonnist character. For 

1e analysts, the proliferation of NGOs has thus helped to "disarticulate protest into a 
':de range of negotiation and implementation processes," which serves to institutionalize 
':sting patterns of contestation between civil society and the state, and within civil 
iety itself.204 Far from being an autonomous response of civil society to an opportunity 

:fill in the gap of state power, the new generation of NGOs in Mexico is largely a 
tion of funding agencies, including the World Bank. Rather than being interested in 
1cratization and participatory development, the World Bank is motivated precisely by 
act that NGOs help legitimate the policies of structural adjustment that prescribe the 
idrawal of the state from public assistance. Considering all these pressures, then, it is 
surprising that NGOs in Mexico have done little to turn the tide against neo
·aiism. As James Cockcroft suggests, "Despite their often good intentions, NGOs had 

real power to improve peoples' lives, except for those Mexican individuals who 
upward mobility by working at salaried NGO jobs."205 Under pressure from 

ational lending agencies, NGOs in Mexico have come to play the role of compliant 
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service providers, not the political advocates, public educators and community organizers 
envisioned by left theories of social govemance.206 " anizers and educators seeking long-term change in favour of technical, short-term 

'i ifutions to development problems. 
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to refonn the world system. for example, the recent World Social Forum in Porto Alegre, Hulme, Michael Edwards and Save the Children Fund (Great Britain). 257-

7
4. New 

Brazil, attests to the fact that many NGOs are actively engaged in trying to affect t~c York: St. Martin's Press, 1997. 
policy agendas of the Northern countries and are addressing questions of development I1l as.' James. "Imperialism and NGOs." Monthly Review 49, no. 7 ( 1997): 10-28. 
terms of political questions about context and power. On the other hand, other NGOs ~re nutz, G.J. "Democratization and Demystification: Deconstructing 'Governance' as 
engaged in activities that allow for and legitimate neo-liberal reforms such as t~os~ ~hich Development Paradigm." In Debating Develop1nent Discourse, edited by D.B. Moore 
aim to remove the state from the economy and shift the onus for change onto indiv1d~~\s and G.J. Schmitz, 54-90. Basingstoke: Macnrillan, 1994. 
and conununities. Grassroots support organizations with their direct ties to. conununiue: ge, Alan. "The ~hirne~a of the Third ~ay." In Socialist Register 2000: Necessary and 
are the preferred vehicles of global governance under the NPA, _sin~e done.rs ecessary Utopias, edited by Leo Panttch and Colin Leys, 87-114. London: Merlin 
conservative-liberal vision of democracy inspires them to favour organizations which ss, 2000. 
avoid confrontational politics. Evidence from Mexico suggests that NGOs there art 
refonning their goals and strategies to adjust to the priorities of international donors. 1'.111 

danger is that NGOs may abandon their roles as political advocates, commun1t,1 

106 Alan Zuege, "The Chimera of the Third Way," in Socialist Register 2000: Necessary m~ 
U1111ecessa1y Utopias, ed. Leo Panitch and Colin Leys (London: Merlin Press, 2000), 87-114. 
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